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About This Game

Hypnorain is a vertical bullet hell shooter.

The player guides a character through handcrafted levels, shooting and dodging their way through an army of enemies and their
mesmerizing bullet patterns.

Each stage is divided into two parts - it starts with you being thrown into an area full of varied enemies and ends with an intense
boss fight.

Hypnorain is different from most other Shoot 'Em Up (also known as shmup) games with its careful level design. Unique enemy
sequences and attack patterns will overlap with each other to challenge the player's reflexes and quick decision making. Will you

risk losing a life for the sake of a few hundred extra score points, or will you choose a less rewarding, but safer maneuver?

A single bullet hit will cost you a life, after all.
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Overall I enjoyed the 2 hours I spent with this game and consider it well worth the money I paid for it ($2.49 on sale). I had a bit
of difficulty figuring out how to get started, and I think it glitched a couple of times (e.g. objects I needed seemed to become
inaccessible). I found some of the mechanics kind of goofy/nonsensical.

Those quibbles aside, I quite enjoyed the time travel element of the puzzle solving, and I especially liked the surreal "timelock"
sequences that come up periodically throughout the game.. Before the dawn of time, the elder gods pondered what would be the
most horrific atrocity that of which they could release among the cosmos to wreak havoc. after eons of contemplating, the
unfathomable beasts that our puny minds dare not think names for, as our lowly human tongues cannot begin to pronounce such
alien languages, came across the horrid realization that only one being could bring such suffering to the universe that they
despise...

Bubsy

Throughout the last several decades, there have been horrible people. Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin are three that come to mind.
Yet even the combined evil of these horrid men cannot match the uncontainable cruelty that is Bubsy. Worlds have ended at the
hands of this Bobcat, even though he proclaims himself a hero. Countries have shattered like glass ornaments stepped on by a
man looking to get little more than a glass of milk in the night, who did not see the fragile globe on the floor. Each of those
fragments of sharp broken glass entering the mans foot might as well be Bubsy.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, I'm done playing around. Playing a Bubsy game is like stepping into a pool full of legos with bare
feet that have been skinned. It is unfathomably painful.

Long story short, I encountered a glitch that made my character invisible in the first level, and made the game unplayable for
that level. 12\/10 would never touch this again.. Fun and relaxing God game. My Life as a Maiden does a good job treating
issues of gender presentation sensitively--the voice of the protagnist's mother in particular is a good and strong voice for
toleration and support. However, the game's writing in general didn't work for me. I didn't think the characters were
characterised interestingly, and the choices (there are four of them in the whole game) were not well designed (they are pretty
much of the "who do you hang with" variety channeling you into one of five different endings in which you have a romantic
story with your chosen classmate.

I found the writing style very odd, veering from the most immature moments ("I want to be the first to touch your butt" to
moments of horrific trauma (flashbacks of torture with a knife) and not in a neat genre-bucking way. The transitions were very
jarring, and I don't think the writing was up to it. This was most notable in Sylvia's ending, which I thought was the weakest one.
One ending (Audrey) was way more developed than the others which felt odd as well. Dawn, I thought, stood out as a bit funnier
and more well written than some of the others, but they were all fairly forgettable. In my playthroughs, I found a few dozen
typos.

The art is downright boring--the classmates's face look very similar to each other, and the scene is often several people standing
stock-straight forward without any dynamism in their presentation. The CGs were OK--not especially good or bad, and the
music was forgettable.

I was disappointed with this game. The idea was an interesting one, but I don't think this work as a piece of interactive
fiction--it's just not strong enough prose-wise, and the interactivity isn't well integrated enough for the choices to be meaningful
or interesting.. If you like TD you should try this, it's fun and worth every cent.. Terrible!

As a cricket fan, I was very excited to see this come to VR. Cricket defiantly as a sports game or simulation would suit VR
mechanics well quite easily. However when i did finally get King Of Spin running, it was anything but cricket...

Firstly, the ball physics don\u2019t even come remotely close what it like in real life. The pace feels too slow on easy settings
and in normal and hard feels more like a slow-medium pacer rather than a spinner. Another ridiculous example of how
inaccurate the ball physics is the fact that nearly half the deliveries i faced were balls bouncing over my head! From a spinner!
Maybe they confused Mitchel Johnson with Shane Warne. Have no idea how Warne himself could endorse a product like this.

It's simply poorly polished and arcade style cricket physics. I got a feeling this was designed as a fun mobile phone app which
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they converted to VR without improving much and shipping it off... It's also quite buggy, incomplete (not even exit to menu
buttons - have to close games each time), and it\u2019s overpriced. This is 30 bucks and it\u2019s an early access title,
it\u2019s one of the most expensive Vive titles available but what you get is simply rubbish.
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It's good, not sure it's full price good, but it's good. Price point should have been closer to 39.00. Solid C&C style RTS. I like
that the units don't have special powers that have to be kept up with. (why I suck so bad at SC2)

That being said, it's still pretty challenging in it's own right, just more straight forward, which I like.
. Graphics}---
☐ You forget what reality is
☐ Beautiful
☐ Good
☒ Decent
☐ Bad
☐ Don‘t look too long at it
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☒ Very good
☐ Good
☐ It‘s just gameplay
☐ Mehh
☐ Starring at walls is better
☐ Just don‘t

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☒ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☒ Human

---{PC Requirements}---
☒ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boiiiiii
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press ‚A‘
☐ Easy
☒ Significant brain usage
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
☒ Nothing to grind
☐ Only if u care about leaderboards/ranks
☐ Isnt necessary to progress
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☐ Average grind level
☐ Too much grind
☐ You‘ll need a second live for grinding

---{Story}---
☐ Story?
☐ Text or Audio floating around
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Lovley
☒ It‘ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of coffee
☒ Short
☐ Average
☐ Long
☐ To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
☐ It’s free!
☒ Worth the price
☐ If u have some spare money left
☐ Not recommended
☐ You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
☐ Never heard of
☒ Minor bugs
☐ Can get annoying
☐ ARK: Survival Evolved
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs

------------------------------

MY FAVORITE OF RUSTY LAKE SERIES!!!
I've been completed this game before at android phone.

So many reveal for the lore of rusty lake / Cube escape series.
There's a lot of secret on this series too. Totally worth the time & Money!

It's 9.5/10. I don't like this game apparently. I don't mean this actual game, I mean othello or whatever people refer to it as. It
wasn't my cup of tea, to say the least.

The AI is great and actually offers a challenge, or it could be that I was so bad that even the low level AI's were better than me.
Regardless, if you can't play against people online for some reason, the computer seems to be plenty good enough to challenge
you. It also allows you to play versus your friend through couch co op, it looks like.

Overall, this game is smooth and worth your time, if you like reversi\/othello to begin with. I didn't enjoy it but that's not the
developer's fault or anything so don't blame him. Also, the developer was responding to just about every thread in the discussion
forum so that is pretty phenomenal.

Get this game if you like reversi\/othello and you won't be disappointed. Promise.. Its a great game and any fan of the Sins of a
solar empire franchise would like it. Though the inteface is a little rough at first. Awesome for only $5! Game is pretty easy to
beat, that is... when I'm with my friends. Hopefully they will add new maps or something, to expand on the whole "Paranormal
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Activity Team" thing. Love that it's multiplayer as well, really makes it quite fun with friends.. This game makes me kum so
hard in my Jew pants that my Pinnochio reaches ♥♥♥♥♥♥ levels - Erection/10 Got me a huge bonner and some ♥♥♥♥♥es.
A classic that is still well worth a run.
Great value on sale with Steam.
I have been replacing old CD and DVD games with the Steam versions. No more patches, no disc problems. Hooray !!!!!!

....And it seems to have had the 'sprite problem' with AMD cards fixed now :). finished the game in my first run in 23 mins on
mid settings...dunno if i'm good or it's too easy on mid settings with the chef char bravo....but all said and done it's a great
looking game, AMAZING MUSIC, amazing background artwork. all in all a great fighting game. would give it a 9 but the last
boss was easy to cheese with a grab attack until he died....kinda cheap on my part but the game allowed me so who is to blame ;)
lol. GRAB IT ON SALE !!!!!. As good as the first scenario. The story is nothing incredible, but it's fun to play.. Changing my
review from a Not recommended to recommended for WMR users after the developers jumped on a hotfix and released it in
record time! Highly impressed by their attentiveness and am loving the game now.
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